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Special Activities - 

 
 Provision of FDCS Version

The work of provision of FDCS version
out which has the benefit of GPS tracking o
FDCS unit which was separate in previous versions of FDCS, more Crew friendly 
display Monitor etc.  

 Provision of 1750 LPM compressors in W
Provision of 2 nos. 1750 LPM capacity compressors is being carried out to meet the 
need of WAP-4 Locomotives hauling LHB coaches with air suspension spring and 
control discharge toilets. These coaches require additional air of 33 LPM per coach 
due to which 1750 LPM compressors have to be provided. 

                                  

  Technological Up
Work of Technological Up
based Auxiliary and Traction 
and Traction Converter.  

 

 Cab redundancy modification
In 3-Phase Locos, as a measure to avoid necessity of cab changing in case of failure 
of processor cards of VCU
FLG-1&2 cards, provision of 2 nos. additional 
software modification is being

 
 
 
 

 

Provision of FDCS Version-3  
The work of provision of FDCS version-3 in place of older version 
out which has the benefit of GPS tracking of Locomotive, VCD circuit is inbuilt
FDCS unit which was separate in previous versions of FDCS, more Crew friendly 

 

  
 

Provision of 1750 LPM compressors in WAP4 Locomotives
Provision of 2 nos. 1750 LPM capacity compressors is being carried out to meet the 

4 Locomotives hauling LHB coaches with air suspension spring and 
control discharge toilets. These coaches require additional air of 33 LPM per coach 
due to which 1750 LPM compressors have to be provided.  

 

     
 
 
 

Technological Up-gradation  

Technological Up-gradation has been assigned to ELW/BSL in which
and Traction Converter is to be replaced with IGBT 

 

 
 

Cab redundancy modification  

s a measure to avoid necessity of cab changing in case of failure 
of processor cards of VCU, necessary changes in cabling of STB-1&2, HBB

1&2 cards, provision of 2 nos. additional URB512D15 card and specific 
is being carried out. 

version is getting carried 
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AP4 Locomotives 
Provision of 2 nos. 1750 LPM capacity compressors is being carried out to meet the 

4 Locomotives hauling LHB coaches with air suspension spring and 
control discharge toilets. These coaches require additional air of 33 LPM per coach 

 

ELW/BSL in which GTO 
is to be replaced with IGBT based Auxiliary 
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1&2, HBB-1&2 and 
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 Provision of Stainless Steel Pipelines
Locomotives coming for various schedules at ELW/BSL have been observed to have 
pneumatic pipelines in detoriated/damaged/corroded condition. As a measure to 
improve the quality and reliability of these pneumatic pipelines, p
Stainless Steel Pipelines is being
 

 Provision of Crew Friendly Cab
Locomotives coming for various schedules at ELW/BSL and having non
getting modified into CFC by changing layout of equipments on Driver desk
control cables, provision of ½’’ & ¾’’ stainless steel pipelines for A
provision of Fire retardant Sheet on cab floor, Aluminium sheet on roof and 
adjustable spot light for reading.
 

                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                                          Before CFC
 Conversion from WAG

In order to achieve more adhesion, the weight of WAG
by provision of additional iron plates apart from dead weights already existing in 
WAG-9 Loco. Additional Inner Spring in both Primary and 
is also provided. 

 
 
 

Provision of Stainless Steel Pipelines  

Locomotives coming for various schedules at ELW/BSL have been observed to have 
pneumatic pipelines in detoriated/damaged/corroded condition. As a measure to 
improve the quality and reliability of these pneumatic pipelines, p

is being carried out. 

    
 

Provision of Crew Friendly Cab  

Locomotives coming for various schedules at ELW/BSL and having non
modified into CFC by changing layout of equipments on Driver desk

control cables, provision of ½’’ & ¾’’ stainless steel pipelines for A
provision of Fire retardant Sheet on cab floor, Aluminium sheet on roof and 

r reading. 

         
C                                                             After CFC      

Conversion from WAG-9 to WAG-9H  

In order to achieve more adhesion, the weight of WAG-9 Locomotives is increased 
by provision of additional iron plates apart from dead weights already existing in 

9 Loco. Additional Inner Spring in both Primary and Secondary Helical spring 

    

 

Locomotives coming for various schedules at ELW/BSL have been observed to have 
pneumatic pipelines in detoriated/damaged/corroded condition. As a measure to 
improve the quality and reliability of these pneumatic pipelines, provision of 

 

Locomotives coming for various schedules at ELW/BSL and having non-CFC are 
modified into CFC by changing layout of equipments on Driver desk, their 

control cables, provision of ½’’ & ¾’’ stainless steel pipelines for A-9 and SA-9, 
provision of Fire retardant Sheet on cab floor, Aluminium sheet on roof and 

 

9 Locomotives is increased 
by provision of additional iron plates apart from dead weights already existing in 

Secondary Helical spring 

 



 
 
 

 Provision of Cab
Loco Pilots have to operate Locomotive in extreme climatic conditions like 
(excessive rains, cold and heat). Cab Air conditioners are now being provided in 
Locomotives.  

 

              
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Provision of Regenerative Braking in Conventional Loco
Regenerative Braking is an inherent feature of 3
to use Electrical Braking concept for generation of Electricity instead of dissipating 
it with help of Dynamic Braking Resistance grid in Conventional Loco. Now 
provision of Re-generative Braking 

 Provision of 2 x 130kVA SIV
Static Converter (SIV) is used for converting the single phase to three phase AC 
supply and is required to run the auxiliary machines of the AC locomotives. 
Conventional Locos are provided with single 180kVA SIV unit. If during service of 
Loco, any defect/problem occurs in SIV unit, Loco becomes dead. In order to improve 
upon the reliability of Locomotive, provision of 2 x 130kVA SIV 
This 2 x 130 kVA SIV has the advantage of redundancy due to which one unit takes 
up full load of Loco in case the other unit fails which was earlier not possible in case 
of single unit of 180kVA SIV.
 

 
 

 

Cab Air conditioner  

operate Locomotive in extreme climatic conditions like 
(excessive rains, cold and heat). Cab Air conditioners are now being provided in 

   

Provision of Regenerative Braking in Conventional Loco
an inherent feature of 3-Phase Loco motive which allows it 

to use Electrical Braking concept for generation of Electricity instead of dissipating 
it with help of Dynamic Braking Resistance grid in Conventional Loco. Now 

generative Braking units in Conventional Loco has been started.

 
 
 
 
 

Provision of 2 x 130kVA SIV 

Static Converter (SIV) is used for converting the single phase to three phase AC 
is required to run the auxiliary machines of the AC locomotives. 

Conventional Locos are provided with single 180kVA SIV unit. If during service of 
Loco, any defect/problem occurs in SIV unit, Loco becomes dead. In order to improve 

ocomotive, provision of 2 x 130kVA SIV has been carried out
This 2 x 130 kVA SIV has the advantage of redundancy due to which one unit takes 
up full load of Loco in case the other unit fails which was earlier not possible in case 

SIV. 

  

2x130kVA SIV Unit 
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Provision of Regenerative Braking in Conventional Loco 

Phase Loco motive which allows it 
to use Electrical Braking concept for generation of Electricity instead of dissipating 
it with help of Dynamic Braking Resistance grid in Conventional Loco. Now 

units in Conventional Loco has been started. 

Static Converter (SIV) is used for converting the single phase to three phase AC 
is required to run the auxiliary machines of the AC locomotives. 

Conventional Locos are provided with single 180kVA SIV unit. If during service of 
Loco, any defect/problem occurs in SIV unit, Loco becomes dead. In order to improve 

has been carried out. 
This 2 x 130 kVA SIV has the advantage of redundancy due to which one unit takes 
up full load of Loco in case the other unit fails which was earlier not possible in case 
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 Provision of Hotel Load Converters 

3-Phase Locos (WAP5/7) are now being provided with Hotel Load Converters 
which require Transformer of 7775kVA with additional 2 nos. Hotel Load windings, 
provision of Inter Vehicle couplers (2 nos.), UIC sockets (4 nos.), relocation of 
pneumatic pipelines, pressure switches from Cab-2 to Cab-1 backside, HB-1&2 
panels, MR tanks, provision of additional couplers (6nos.) from BUR to HB panels 
and from SB to HB panels. Replacement of existing 1.8kV power cables with 4kV 
power cables for Hotel Load Converters. 
 

 
 

 New Tower Wagon Assembly  

Under RSP No. 1247/19-20, Manufacture, Supply, Testing and Commissioning of 13 
nos. Self Propelled 8-Wheeler Inspection & Maintenance Car of Diesel Electric 
under slung type has to be carried out at ELW/BSL. Detailed estimate of Rs 
84,86,18,358/- got sanctioned on 4-8-2020. 
Ist Tower Wagon is shopped out on 22-September-21. Till date 10nos. have been 
shopped out and work on 11th & 12th Tower Wagon is in progress. 
 

 

 
 

 

  
 


